Innovation: Helical tomotherapy (HT) is known for generating larger low dose volume and higher integral dose than fixed gantry IMRT with conventional number of beams. It is unclear if this is still true and what magnitude is when comparing tomotherapy, especially the thin 1 cm jaw treatment plan, with other volumetric modulated arc therapy modalities (VMAT).
Methods:
A digital cylindrical phantom with 5 cm diameter and 7.2cm long target and an anthropomorphic pelvic phantom to simulate prostate case were used in the study. Treatment plans, including VMAT and fixed gantry IMRT as reference, were made with three commonly used planning systems: TomoTherapy (Accuray), Pinnacle (Philips) and Eclipse (Varian). The quality of dosimetry was evaluated by dose-volume, conformity (CI) and heterogeneity index (HI) of target. V10% and V20% were used in quantifying low dose volume. Integral doses were computed for each plan and reported. Dose profiles across the target center were retrieved to show the rate of dose falls off.
Results:
The axial isodose curves of cylindrical phantom case were shown in Figure 1 a) to c). For some lower isodoses, 20-30%, RapidArc and SmartArc plans looked more anisotropic than HT. A selected set of dosimetric endpoints were summarize in Table1. V10% and V20% of HT 1 cm plan were close to VMAT, while V10% and V20% of HT 2.5 cm plan were much larger. The integral doses showed similar trend. Observations were confirmed in the pelvic phantom case. To explain the difference, we plotted longitudinal profiles of HT and VMAT plans in Figure 1 (d) . HT 2.5 cm jaw plan had slower dose falls off, but HT 1.0 cm jaw plan exhibited similar penumbra to VMAT.
Conclusions:
Although tomotherapy 2.5 cm jaw plan has higher low dose volume and integral dose than VMAT techniques, the tomotherapy 1.0 cm jaw plan shows similar low dose volume and integral dose. This may be explained by the width difference of longitudinal dose penumbra. 
